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I have not so much to live on hut just as much to live for. 
FOUNDED 
IN    1873 tndent DEBATE TO-NIGHT IN CHAPEL 
LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBEB 26, 1932 PRICE TEN CENTS 
N 
ROM 
THE 
E W S 
(iMallcy Of the 
Morning Sun 
England Looks 
\i America 
Kiiistrin Available 
To Poor Students 
BOWDOIN HERE SATURDAY FOR 
SECONDJTATE JJERIES GAME 
Team Will BTAFF^IT StrengrthFor First Time 
Sincei Opening  Game With Arnold  Except 
For The Loss Of Ralph McCluskey 
Adams, Campbell 
Invite Students 
To Bates Night 
0' 
THOMAS    MUSGRAVE & 
-of    the     Morning 
s™PS-    nT   J°0t,ba"    step    this  McCleod,      Mendall. 
this     Sat,.rdsv      Thf°lnp  ,enco"nter   Sheridan.  Hill  at the  ends.  Murphy, 
fresh I     'h.     ^°'ar     Bear>   Wh0   weighs  onl-v     151   POxmdH,     is 
hand, of rmhv    « o dZte*\     at  the   considered  the  hest of the  lot.  with 
hands of Colby,  25-0, has lost some | Italia.  Kramer and  McCleod  dlsput- 
which     characterized   ing the second choice.     The  tackle* 
with  King.  Pricher received  the ap- 
probation  of experts  after  the  Yale 
■e years at Notre  Dame  Uni-! bD"fVlr]v"comnlete,ior'°thV'flrertimpl game-  and  was  •*  far lho  state  of 
mostly   managing     football  j££*g S^garnVwItn^ieffl -fine's best  halfback last Saturday. 
1 Ler.zi, Pricher s sub, is nearly as 
good, except i:i the punting depart- 
ment .His runs featured the Arnold 
and Tufts games. Wilmot. -Mc- 
Carthy, Roche. Fireman. Secor. 
Swett are the best of Morey's half- 
backs. Knowles, Moyivihan, and 
Dillon  are  the fullbacks. 
MALLEY 
Sun. 
The name was an integral 
of a glamorous age of American 
journalism. 
Frank Ward O'Malley died today 
in Tours, France—a voluntary exile 
from the land that hailed him as a 
brilliant   newspaper   reporter,    play— 
Wright, and  magazine  writer? 
O'Malley  was  contemporary  to  a 
host   "i   journalistic   celebrities.   Ar-■ 
thur Brisbane called  him  "the best 
laper writer of his time". 
Humorist   and   satirist.     O'Malley 
.1   years     ago,   wrote     this  M-. 
ography of himself.: 
•■(lot as far as first year in 
VUkes-Barre, Penn., high school. 
Flopped. 
"Ei lered  old   art   students  league 
in Washington,     but   loafed     that 
year in  'Senate  gallery,   flopped. 
"Three years at Notre  Dame Uni-1 
Irani. Flopped. 
"Four years an art student in 
Philadelphia >devoting most of the 
time to studies of aesthetic anat- 
omy at Trocadero Burlesque thea- 
tre. 
"Commercial   illustrator    in  New 
York   for  four  years,     drawing  full 
length  portraits  of  vacuum cleaners i 
and canned soup. 
"Reporter, New York Morning' 
Sun for fourteen years, thirteen of 
which were spent in Jack's restau- 
rant. 
"Had two plays, "The Head of 
The House" and a "Certain Party," 
produced on Broadway. Both were 
1'irible flops. 
"Wrote two books, the 'War 
Whirl in Washington" and 'The 
Swiss Family O'Malley', the entire 
first editions of which are still on 
sale. 
"Father of two children who for- 
tunatfly   take  after   their   mother. 
"Left the Morning Sun in 1919 to 
do magazine writing, whereupon 
the paper  promptly  blew  up. 
"Kindly, strikingly handsome, 
hut, all things considered, an all- 
around  flop." 
O'Malley was born in Pittston, 
Penn.. on Nov. 30, 1875. He grew 
up expecting to be an architect or 
an artist and studied for both ca- 
reers. His first job approaching the 
artistic was as a cartoonist in a 
small   Pennsylvania  town. 
He was 31 years old before he 
became a reporter. In 1906 he talk- 
ed himself into a job as cub re- 
porter on the Morning Sun at $15 
a week. After a year he asked to be 
put on space rates, and the first 
week  he  earned   $72.58. 
AN Englishman named Her- 
bert N. Casson has made a 
criticism of America. He is the 
editor of Efficiency Magazine, Lon- 
don ,and he looks at our present 
predicament with a practical eye. 
Here it  is: 
"You are depressed. You think 
von are crippled. You are afraid of 
Hie  future.  You  are  full  of tears. 
"You have half the gold of the 
world and half of the machinery and 
most or the automobiles and all the 
-kvscrapers. You have the greatest 
home market in the world and the 
largest corporations that the world 
lias ever seen. You are ruled more 
by ideas and less by tradition than 
any other people in the world. You 
hare usually done what you thought 
you could do. 
"The prices that were forced too 
high had to come down. Today all 
the prices are too low. There are 
i ow golden opportunities for every 
man who has eyes to see them. Dol- 
lars arc now being sold for 30 cents. 
Any security with a sound and rea- 
dable basis is a good buy today. 
Pay, Take a Chance 
"The way to create a fortune is to 
buy in pessimistic times. Pay your 
money and take the chance. Frick 
started his career by buying coke 
ovens in the slump of 1873; Car- 
regie made $300,000,000 by buying 
steel plants In slumps. Hundreds of 
fortunes have been made by buying 
in pessimistic  times. 
"In five years from now, most 
American business men will belong 
to the 'i-Wish-I-Had-Club'. 
"When FEAR rules the will, 
nothing can be done, but when a 
man casts' FEAR out of his mind, 
the world becomes his oyster, in 
lose a bit of money is nothing, but 
to lose hope, or lose nerve and am- 
bition, that is what makes men crip- 
Pies. 
"This silly depression has gone on 
I'nig enough. Get rid of it. u 'Vn" 
side of you.  RISE AND WALK . 
NEXT year a .new teacher of 
mathematics will come to 
Princeton. His pupils will not 
be Princeton undergraduates. His 
subject begins where undergraduates 
a»d even most of their instructors 
leave off, and it goes far beyond the 
Power of the strongest telescope. 
Once there were perhaps twelve men 
*ho understood him; now the num- 
ber who believe they do has multi- 
or the pep which 
Bowser's men earlier this year, but 
may put on all possible in order to 
take what Bowdoin considers the 
season's major objective. 
Change* Indeiinite 
Coach   Morey,   speaking     to     the 
Student,  said  he  had  not yet  decid- 
consist of Berry, Stone, the head- 
liners; Gorham, Taylor, and Jack- 
son ,subs; Morey's guards are head- 
ed by Soba, who has been out of the 
lineup the past two games, Gilman 
and Fuller, two Sophomores. Kelley 
and  Anicetti     are  also out     for the 
Arnold Adams '3 3 and Elmer 
Campbell '27 speaking before the 
DohrovoKkv ' men in chaPel tnis morning official- 
"",".'. ' ly welcomed the undergraduates to 
the annual Back-to-Bates night Fri- 
day in the Alumni Gymnasium. 
Robert Swett '33, President of the 
Student Council presided at the 
Student  Assembly. 
The band under the direction of 
Fred Donald made its first chapel 
appearance of the year. It played 
both whiile the -student body marched 
BATES AND ML ALLISON 
TO DISCUSS 'ADVERTISING' 
IN DEBATE THIS EVENING 
Annual Varsity 
Club Dance on 
Saturday  Night 
Bates Team, Composed Of Lemieux And Murray, 
To Meet Canadians In Little Theater 
This Evening- At 8 P. M. 
ed what the changes he had hinted   P^'on. 
in   the   press   this   week   would   be lemons and     Lindholm     are the 
He   may  start   Knowles  in  the  line! j Fenters-   Knowles,  as   has  been  said, , 
to give Clemons    a much deserved!       .r.e'  may. be  transferred  to  this   Hodgkiins was the speaker. Hereun- 
to   and   out.   and   also  as  a   concert | 
number John  Phillip Sousa's "Wash-!/-. i       »        T\   i 
ington Pest;   a new selection of the (jOl'mley S    iSODCatS 
band this season. 
The  woman   transferred     to     the 
Little Theatre     where    Miss    Anna 
To 
rest. His injured men,, he said, 
were coming around better than ex- 
pected. 
Bowdoin is expected to open up a 
bag of tricks for the Bates game. 
Richardson, who was the whole 
show in the Bowdoin-Tufts tie game, 
may do anything at all with the 
ball. Those spinner plays, however, 
are not expected to mean much 
when Gilman, Clemons, Herb Berry 
and  company  tear into  them. 
The   Bates  lineup     is  expected  to 
position, which he played before h- 
was shifted to the backneld this 
year. 
Gay leads the quarterbacks on 
account of his performance in the 
Maine game, his first state series en- 
ject was the work of the Women's 
Athletic Association. Miss Lena 
w a l me'. e y presM ed. 
Adams, . New England quarter 
mile champion for two years and a 
member of  the  United  States  Olym- 
Play—Gym Will Be 
Decorated 
The     annual     Saturday     even 
dance    sponsored     by    the    Vanity 
club  will  be  held  this  week  in  the 
Alumni   gymnasium   with   music   by 
the augmented Bobcats,    under   the 
W.A.A. Sponsors 
Tea After Game 
In Chase Hall, 4:30 
counter.   Valicenti   and   Loomer   are'   i(.  team  SDoke as  the chairman  of  «***«»»  of Tom  Gormley  '33.  The fl,„  «tl,„.  .„„J|J....   ,._  ,L. ■.,...    I l'K     c <"n    SpOKe    as    lilt    <IUllimail     OI ,lnMFII„H    onnrnnriatnlv 
^j Annual Feature Of The 
First   Home   Series 
Game Week-end 
the other candidates for the position.! the 
Valicenti  is  a   better     passer     than 
Gay,  but the latter is learning  fast. 
Pricher   leads   the   halfbacks     along 
broke 
King, 
ception   of   McCluskey,     who 
his leg  in  the Tufts  battle, 
hurt   since   the   first   of   the  season, 
may  play  in  the  Bowdoin  game. 
Morey's   Bijr   Squad 
With      his     complete       strength, 
Morey  has   Murphy,   Italia,   Kramer, 
COACHES MOREY AND THOMPSON 
URGE ADOPTION OF BASKETBALL 
Former Believes Experiences Will Prove Profit- 
able And Popular Sport While Latter Says 
Student Body Wants It 
When  the  faculty     committee  on 
athletics meets next week, an organ-! 
ized   program for  placing  basketball | 
on  the college sport  list will be pre- 
sented to it. Out of the rumors which 
have  been prevailing on the campus , 
for the last  few days regarding  the | 
topic   of   basketball,   the   fact   came 
out  this  morning  that  Coach   David 
B.  Morey. Director of Physical  Edu- 
cation for Men. is whole-heartedly in 
favor of basketball. 
Morey Says,Sport Profitable 
In a statement to ths Student. 
Coach Morey said he believed he 
could show from his past experience 
that basketball is a paying sport: he 
will present his views to the council 
at the forthcoming meeting. Morey 
pointed out that at Middlebury, 
where he was in charge of athletics 
the 
Well-Known Irish 
Poet-Playwright 
To Lecture Here 
William   Butler   Yeats 
To Appear In Chase 
Lecture Nov. 3 
Literary-minded people on the 
Bates campus and elsewhere in 
Lewiston and Auburn will heal 
William Butler Yeats, the well- 
known   Irish   playwright     a'nd   poet. 
undergraduate committee in 
charge of arrangements Friday. 
Campbell is a member of the Alum- 
ni committee. 
Y.W. Board Seeks 
Plan to Abolish 
Dance Stag Line 
Women Conclude Social 
Director   Might 
Aid Situation 
'Members of the Bates Y. W. C. A. 
cab'net are in search of a plan that 
will end the stag line at the Batur lay 
night Chase Hall dances, and thereby 
solve a situation that is worrying 
some of the feminine representatives 
of the student body. 
At the last meeting of the Y. W. 
cabinet,  the situation  was  discussed 
from   all   angles.     At  that   time  the 
suggestion was made that possibly a 
social  leader     at the dances     would 
h?ip solve the pro-Meat. 
■      The cabinet  members,     who were 
I discussing   the  dances,   believe   that 
j the  stag  line  can   be  eliminated   to  a 
! large- degree. It  was reported  at  the 
meeting that  many of the freshman 
j women  have     been disappointed     at 
I the Saturday night affairs. It is noted 
! lhat there are just as many men on 
the sidelines  as  there     are  women. 
which    seems     to     indicate     to the 
cabinet  that  there is a real  Be d  tor 
someone  to  pep  things  up. 
Ii :s concluded by the women that 
if the men really want to Ian . then 
a social leader would prove a valu- 
able addition to the dances. Th^ 
leader could introduce novelties and 
special   numbers  that     would     help 
gym will be decorated appropriately 
for llack-to-Bates week-end with 
numerals of the classes represented 
by visiting alumni. The usual time 
of the Saturday night dances will 
be extended to  11:30 P.  If. 
The committee in charge of the 
arrangements for the dance is com- 
posed of the following members of 
the Varsity club: Arnold Adams 
'33, Donald Smith '34 .and Sumner 
Raymond '34. President and Mrs. 
Clifton D. Gray will be guests: 
chaperones will be Mr. and Mrs. 
I Harry W. Rowe, Mr .and Mrs. Nor- 
man E. Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver F. 
Ci:     i and  Mr.  and Mrs. Wilkins. 
This Saturday.  Oct.   29.  W.  A.  A. 
sponsoring  a  tea     in   Chase   Hal. 
from 4:30 to 5:30 after the Bowdoin 
Ernest P. Weeks and Joseph A. 
lienulge. seniors from Mount Alli- 
son College in Canada, are schedul- 
ed to arrive on the Bates campus 
this morning to participate in a de- 
bate against Bates. This debate will 
he held in the Chapel at eight 
o'clock this evening, ar.d the sub- 
ject for discussion is Resolved: That 
most advertising is detrimental to 
the best interests of the general 
public. £oon after their arrival, 
these representatives from Canada 
will be conducted by Prof. Pomeroy 
to a Kiw.inis Club luncheon where 
they   will   be  guests  of  honor.  This 
game. This tea is one of the features  afternoon  at  four o'cloek,  these  de- 
of     the      Back-to-Bates     week-end. (ne members of the Bates 
Alumni. Faculty and Students are all> «._.,, ,     v„   „„„„»«, 
welcome. bating   Council   are   to   be   guests 
The  committee  in  charge consists' at a tea given by President and Mrs. 
of   Ruth     Johnson   '34.     Chairman; 
Rosamond   Me'.cher  '33   and   Miriam 
Wheeler '3 1. EtaCreabmeiMs; Dorothy 
Penney     '33   and     Ruth  Frye     '35, 
Decorations and Serving. 
Professor Lena Walmsley is the 
faculty advisor, and the pourers are 
Evelyn Kolfe. Eva Sonstroem and 
Thelma  Kittredge 
Gray at the  President's home. 
Capable   Representatives 
ANNUAL BACK-TO-BATES NIGHT 
FRI. USHERS IN BOWDOIN GAME 
Students,  Parents, And Alumni Will Listen To 
Speeches By Morey,  President Gray And 
Weatherbee—Band To Handle Music 
Increased Chapel 
Music Only Part 
Of New Schedule 
Prof. Crafts Plans Wid- 
er Musical Schedule 
For Winter 
By STOWF.I.L WARE 
"Yes. I remember back in '09. . ." 
So may the talk of the alumni run at 
.the annual "Back to Bates Night" 
which i.s to be held in the Alumni 
Gymnasium at eight o'clock on the 
eve of the Bates-Bowdoin game. 
Tliis is the tfane when the alumni 
have a chance to hear spirited talks 
by Coaches Morey and Spinks about 
football, the Bates team, and in 
general interesting sidelights about 
America's greatest sport, football. 
The women will also have a meeting 
in Chase Hall. Students, their 
parent-, an 1 returning alumni will 
find theimlelves welcomed cordially 
to  these  unique gatherings. 
Special guests of the evening's 
entertainment  will   include  Allan   J. 
Weeks and Berridge, who will 
come here fresh from debates with 
the University of Maine and Colby 
College, are very capable represen- 
tatives of Mount Allison. Weeks was 
one of the opponents met by the 
Bates team which journeyed into 
Canada on a debating tour last year. 
He made his first appearance on a 
college debating team at Mount Al- 
lison in 1930-31 when he was a 
member of the team which defeated 
Nova Scotia Agricultural College. 
In company with W. Barry '32, he 
debated against Bates College in 
SackTllle last year. He was leader 
of the Intercollegiate team which 
met and defeated Acadia University 
last Spring. He also has represented 
his class on several occasions in In- 
ler-class debates. Added to this, 
. are many other activities on 
Weeks' college program, to say 
nothing of his academic standing as 
an honors student in Economics. 
He holds the positions of Managing 
Editor of the "Argosy", President 
of the International Relations Club, 
and President of the Mount Allison 
Little Theatre. 
Berridge's debating talent first 
came to light when he was elected 
Premier of the Maritime Boy's Par- 
liament. The forcefulness of his re- 
buttals, and the earnestness which 
he puts into his speeches. have 
earned a place for him on the Mount 
Allison   Debating  teams.  He  has  re- 
athletics, interviewed by the Stu- 
dent, said that he recognized the 
Student     body  had     been     wanting 
very  ably  the  Irish   literary  renais-1 tnat  some 6Urh  pia,n  as     the social 
leader should  be given a fair trial. sance of the late nineteenth and the 
oarly     twentieth     centuries.        This 
basketball for some time, and so in movement which is characterized by- 
accordance to the supposed policy of tbe use of the Celtic sources for 
athletics for everybody, he favored inspiration and material in the mo- 
a varsity team. dern poetry and drama, has been 
The Student has for the past year mariced a3"a very important one In 
from time to time made mention of Irish historv 
the advisability of basketball on an 
Intercollegiate    basis.    The    Student 
has felt that it was expressing stu- 
dent opinion in so doing. Bates has 
had splendid basketball players in 
the past few years, and many of the 
men now in college can be depended 
Writer of Folk-lore 
Yeats is well known both in 
poetry and drama. The mystical 
imagery of his poetry and the quaint 
use of his half-forgotten Irish folk- 
lore     appeal     to     the     imagination 
Journal Writer 
Notes Levity at 
Campus 4-A Play 
Skeptical    students    have listened 
mauv times in  the classroom and  in 
col- 
Brud King, Clarence Pottle. Frank output of the former Irish poets. 
Italia are already admitted to rank The pIav -The Countess Cathleen", 
among the best of .college basketeers ls an esp'ecially good example of his 
in New England, and it is understood lv,.icaI dramatic ability for which he 
that  the lower classes include many | recejved   the   Ni0bel   Prize   in   1923. 
excellent  players. [ His interest in drama has been very 
In  order  to  ascertain     the   view-; kee|1    especjaiiy     since     the     latter 
point of the other Maine colleges, 
the Student wired Ted Curtis, faculty 
Manager of Athletics at the Univer- 
sity of Maine, this week. Mr. Curtis 
in "a phone call to the Student, said 
Maine was ever ready to play 
basketball   the   minute  any  one     or| 
put  a 
the 
Continued on Page 3 Col. 7 
more other Maine college 
team in the field. The University of 
Maine has been in readiness and has 
all the equipment necessary. Curtis 
said. He expressed surprise but 
gratification at the announcement 
that Morey was in favor of 
sport. 
Bowdoin. according to the Bow- 
doin Orient sports department, is too 
hockey-minded to consider immediate 
basketball, but there is no doubt that 
if the others take the step in this 
direction, the Brunswick college will 
follow. 
Colby Had Team I-ast Year 
Colby has been known to be a 
basketball possibility for the past 
year. Roundy's men had a semi- 
official team in competition last 
winter Much interest has been dis- 
played' at Colby and it is only a 
matter of time there until basketball 
is a reality. 
case  at  present 6eems  there- 
nineteenth century, when he to- 
gether with Lady Gregory and oth- 
ers, established the Irish National 
Theatre. 
Mr.   Yeats   was   born     in   Sandy- 
mount   near  Dublin   in   Ireland     on 
iJune   13,   1865.   His   father   was   of 
come one of the well known signals 
more work for an already hard- 
working choir. The consensus of 
opinion in official circles seems to 
be that the time between the Mon- 
day choir rehearsal and the Friday- 
presentation oi" the anthem is too 
great for good results. That this 
may be true seems to be borne out 
by the performances of the two 
weeks during which the system has 
been in operation. but time will 
probably remedy that difficulty. 
Increased Activity 
Music at Bates this year will be 
on a much higher plane than it 
was last year. Professor Crafts, en- 
couraged by good material in the 
freshman class, is planning inter- 
esting repertoires for the various 
organizations on campus. The Orphic 
Kraney '16 of New York City, Presi- 
dent    of the    Alumni    Association; Presented his college °*J£°°J«*- 
Coach David B. Morey, his assistant, fions: first OH the interco leg.ate 
Coach Leslie Spinks an.l Randolph team w uch defeated Dalhot sie L - 
Weatherbee '32. These special guests versitv in 1930-31 (the debate which 
will all speak after Preisdent Gray completed Mount Allisons undefeat- 
has officially welcomed the alumnj "1 record of ten years without a 
back to Bates. Harry W. Rowe will I lost decision in an intercollegiate 
■  t   la   the   capacity  of   chairman  of  debate)   and  second,     as  a  member 
the activit i  - 
Band Will Play 
The Bates Collego band, under the 
direction of Fred Donald '33 will 
play during the evening and it will 
be a fine chance to hear this newly 
added activity. General singing under 
the guidance of Professor Crafts will 
follow   in   oTder  and   the  rafters  of 
of the team which was successful 
against a picked team from the 
western part of Canada. He, too, 
has represented his class in inter- 
class debates, and he is graduating 
this year with honors in Philosophy. 
.Mount Allison College itself is 
located in Sackville, New Bruns- 
wick, and is a college similar to 
Bates.   The   two   institutions   are   of 
students "lecture"   is   to I Society,   having   this   season   an   ex- 
Anglo-Irish stock, but his mother's 
people, the Pollexfens of Sligo, were 
more purely Irish. Yeats was ed- 
ucated in various Irish and English 
schools. He studied art, but soon 
abandoned this for literature. His 
first book. 'Mosoda,' a dramatic 
poem, appeared in 1886. 
In 1917 he married Georgie Lees 
of Picknill, Wrexham, and had two 
children, a son and daughter. Yeats 
continues to reside in Dublin, al- 
though he has made several trips to 
the United States for lecture tours. 
This lecture in the Bates College 
chapel will be the first of a series 
of this year to be sponsored by the 
George Colby Chase Lecture Fund. 
The late Honorable William Wal- 
lace Stetson, who was once superin- 
tendent of the public schools in 
Maine .endowed this fund in honor 
of George Colby Chase. former 
president  of  Bates College. 
A national income of $1,000,000.- 
authorities.     If     Bates 
The ~ 
fore to be MgfJ* the handset the  ^ ^ ^   such as ^ estimated for 
KStba'l"     MaiTe will immediately, the United States.< 
long to do the same 
sounds very im- 
res out at only 
for each of us. 
follow—a lecture on conduct and 
attitude that is known by heart and 
never listened to beyond the open- 
ing sentence, "We are judged by 
our every word and act, and our 
college is judged by us-.." But 
here is a thought-provoking proof 
of that statement which comes from 
a source that makes it known to 
many besides the Bates students to 
which it pertains. 
When Dean E. C. Marrimer of 
Colby commented last week on th» 
Lakewood play, he wondered at the 
"strange tendency on the part of the 
audience" when "the dialogue ex- 
pressed profoundly solemn and iron- 
ical thoughts some of the audience 
saw something funny, and burst in- 
to laughter." In a current "Sunlit 
Trails" column by Alice Frost Lord 
in the Lewiston Journal. Dean Mar- 
riner's comment is quoted and made 
the subject of the column. The 
author of "Sunlit Trails" recognizes 
cellent string section, is to do, 
among other things, Schubert's 
Symphony in B-minor, the great 
"Unfinished", and Bizet's first. 
"L'Arlesienne" suite. An amplified 
Men's Glee Club will be the best in 
years. The Band and the Women's 
Glee Club are much improved. These 
organizations are destined to ex- 
perience a most successful season. 
Jazz at Metropolitan 
A newspaper clipping recently 
announced the opening at the Metro- 
politan Opera in New York, of the 
Musicians' Symphony Orchestra on 
November first. The important part 
was that Gershwin's jazz was to 
occupy a major part of the program. 
Gershwin himself is to play his 
Piano Concerto in F, under the di- 
rection of William Daly. Daly is 
also to conduct Gershwin's sympho- 
nic piece, "An American in Paris". 
The concerto itself was Gershwin's 
the gym ought to ring as they did|about thp same sjze_ and botn „ . 
at last years Back-to-Bates Night, co-educatiooai. Mount Allison, like 
Cheering, under head cheer leader: Bates, has a splendid record in de- 
John Stevens 33 will have its place, balilli;_ Infact, the first defeat 
also during the evening. During the whj(.,1 M()Unl A„ison has suffered in 
evening   the   usual   refreshments   of  ,en s  jn   dob.lting  was  adminis- 
eider. and apples will he served   The      ^   ,Mt b Rates     team 
undergraduate   body  is  .urged  to  be  mad of   Kandolpn   Weatherbee 
on   hand   and  so  assure  themselves 
of a  good  evening.  Certain  talented 
entertainers such as Sylvester Car- 
ter '34. Almus Thorpe '34 and Bd 
Small '34 are to mak: an appearance. 
Women at Clinse Hall 
Chaso Hall, devoted for the time 
to the gentler side of the campus, 
will be the scene of stunts 
undergraduate       women's 
32  and  Frank  Murray '34. 
first venture into the symphonic 
that tendency in audiences at movies field. In 1924, after the success of 
and legitimate performances to his "Rhapsody in Blue", he was 
"snicker and guffaw in tense scenes" i persuaded   by   Walter   Damrosch   to 
and  wonders at  the effect  that  this j produce  a  symphonic     work   in  the! ate committee of Arnold Adams 
must  have on  the players who are 
"Ballyhoo*1 
The very subject of the debate ls 
enough to attract attention to any 
debate—to say nothing of an inter- 
national debate. Here Is a chance 
by the for people to learn which antiseptic 
classes. | is best for the "hoof and mouth" 
Although the names of thes* stunts j disease. Rumor has it that the 
have not yet been made public, III classes in Economics are to turn out 
the past is any barometer of thelin a body to discover whether or 
future they will be well-worth see-; not Advertising pays. It has been 
ing. Those in charge are: Ronnie reported, unofficially, that the Bate3 
Melcher '33, Miriam Wheeler '34, j team has spent many hours of re- 
anid Grace Gearing '35. The fresh-i search trying to find out if "four 
men are directed by Toby Zahn '34., out of every five have it". The Bates 
The speaker of the evening is to be j debaters report that .although you 
Gertrude Lombard McGinley, '23.1 can learn to play a piano in five 
Lucien.ne Blanchard. '34, will lead, lessons and become either a person- 
the gathering in Bates songs. And of j aijtVi a millionaire, a stenographer, 
course, there will be plenty to eat. \ or an ocean-flyer over a week-end. 
Like the men, the women will be' tney have not yet unearthed the 
furnished with quantities of cider,; COUrse which will develop debating 
apples, and doughnuts, but, for some  genius over night. 
occult   reason     probably     concerned 
with figures, no peanuts! 
The graduate committee in charge 
The debate will begin at eight 
o'clock in the Bates Chapel, and 
President   Gray     will   preside.     The 
is composed of Dexter Kneeland 18,imusic preceding the debate is under 
George Osgood 27 and Elmer Camp- the direction of Prof. Seldon Crafts, 
bell '27. with an aiding undergradu-The  speeches  are  each   fiftee„   min. 
""'iutes  long,  and  the  first  Affirmative 
putting  all  their  efforts  into  a  ten- 
der or tragic moment. She writes. 
"This sort of thing has been 
heard at 4-A productions on the 
Bates campus—when a  note of real|rosch.   It  was   received  enthusiastic- 
jazz idiom. The Piano Concerto was  John Lary '33 and Harold Millet '34.  wm m a' part of his time for a rel 
the   result.     It   was   first  performed        The  alumnae  committee   is   made  joinder. This task will fall to Frank 
Murray   '34,   while   Lionel   Lemieux at Carnegie Hall in December, 1925~|up of    .Beatrice     Burr Sa"wyer     '18,  s 
by  Gershwin     and  the     New     York   Blanche Whittum  Roberts '99,     and   >33   wj„   be'the  aecond   speaker  t„ 
Symphony  Orchestra     under     Dam-! Aurelia Griffin Fales   26. | Bates.   After     the     debate 
sincerity   and   depth   of  feeling   was 
sounded. . ." 
The  column  ends  with   the  ques- 
tions "Do we lack  intelligence?  Are 
There  will  be  a  meeting 
we fools? Or are these ill-timed ex-[toid   in   an   amusing   programme   by 
plosions  of  mirth  simply  a  defence. 
mechanism?" 
ally.  The  "American  in  Paris"  tells1 
the st 
homesic— 
Paris. His day's experiences are well  election   of   new   members     will   be 
taken up. The program for the com-, 
proper, 
| there will be an Open Forum. There 
-■ will  be no decision.     The entire de- 
tory of a young American, very, Men's  Politics Club Thursday night.  bate   is   under   the' management   0( 
sick,   lost   in   the   "wilds"     of  at seven  o clock,  at  which  time the  Theodore Seamon '34. 
Continued on Page 8 Col. 7 
ing  year will  also  be  discussed 
the  meeting,  it  was announced. 
"Today    the schools are     full  of 
at j strange     people."—Prof.   Chauncey 
Brewster Tinker of Yale University. 
1 
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financial resources of Bates are restrictions which make it impossible 
Nir us in secure the services "I' ;ili tin' speakers that we might like 
to --I' here. This, however, should not deter students from taking 
advantage <>i' those whom we arc able to procure. 
Thi- Council on Religion two years ago did yeoman service in 
securing tor our campus men like Sherwood Eddy. This year the 
same fine work has been continued and the tirsr of tin' vesper 
services for this year was held last Sunday in tin- Chapel with Dr., 
Pitt VanDusen of New York as the speaker. Beinhold Neibuhr who 
I has achieved enviable distinction in the field of religion is in come 
to the campus later on. In addition, there will be other speakers 
: who are leaders in the field of religion. Whether or not students are 
interested in religion is a moot question. The value of contact with 
such personalities ^ these men is immeasurable, regardless, of what 
one may think of their point of view. 
Next week William Butler Y.-ais. Irish playwright and poet of 
world fame wiii be on the campus. Here again is an opportunity for 
Bates men and women in acquaint themselves with a person that has 
b n a prominent figure in the world of letters. Leaders in other 
fields of human endeavor are i.i come here during lie year. In 
connection  with  liiis  thoui •  Sfudenl   proffers  the  suggestion 
that i;i tiiis y,-ar of g 1    ... ision and amid the turmoil 
nother pr tial election, it would be well for some campus 
organization to conducl a round table at which speakers represent- 
each of the parties might be present. In tin- absence of a Porum 
group like thai at Bowdoin, or of a Liberal Club similar to those 
found  in  mosl  col E inn- size,    this  would  mo-:   properly  b< 
carried on by the Politics Club. This idea is being tried out at man;. 
colleges and universities and  has  met  with  marked success. 
re i- one further suggi ivhieh it seems ; ■ us is worthy 
of consid  ration and that is regarding speakers of other races ami 
cultu 1 our own.   The ('has- Lecture Fund might secure some 
prominenl  negro or speaker of the Orient who mighl bring to us a 
foreign to our everyday experience. 
The Game"   I■■      ■ Garnet, Bates College has a publication of 
distinctive    literary   merit    that    is   entitled   to"   the 
enthusiastic support of the student body. During the past few years 
has shown  marked improvement, ami under    il litorship    of. 
The  Student 
& 
The 
By JAMKS H.W.ANO 
CROQUET POPULAR SPORT OF 
BATES STUDENTS IN 1877 
Eavlv *®fcudent" Reveals That Electric Light, 
Were    Rejected    in    1884—Plow 
Found In Chapel 
,   KM NOR WILLIAMS 
The National Cuinpaig' ;     Turning »■*■  lne .voal''5    ot    the 
In   American    town  and city uie      ,, to  itl,   most  ancient  history. 
college men and women are ge"era'T! wf,""jjtl.i   the     "Bates     Student"     a 
ly  expected   to   be  more   .'"^r"^.,' nmi-.-essive* monthly magazine   (tew 
baseball. 
Chapel is voluntary at Dartmouth 
IH7!> 
Ten  girls  In  the next    Pi 
la 3. who said so? 
The filee club is still a real enrp^ 
man 
afraid  of it,. appa- 
At Orono    Bates  followers who journeyed to Orono  have  littlo  Valery Burati it blossomed Forth to include works of literary valm 
r ason  to  bemoan   the showing of the  athletes  who   i:> student* in other fields than the purely cultural. Thus il has come 
to b    truly representative   of .    community and serves to 
stimulate and encourage the literary efforts of those who have any 
represented the college on the track and gridiron. There have be i 
no alibis Forthcoming from the  Bates coaches of track or football 
on the showing of their pro! 'gees, and then- is much to indicate 
on the whole ihey were pleased. Although those members of the fail"i 
sex.  who ;yiplaiided   vigorously     when  if  was auoimced     thai   Bates! 
had the larger scon' in the cross-country meet, were slightly deluded,   ■ ^pressed l,is thou 
the showing of Kuss Jellison    in breaking the course    record  wa 
excellent and served as a salve in wounded pride. 
Whal the football team did is a matter of record and needs no 
exposition Here. Thai it played creditably and with all the bearl tl al 
any team could possibly sire.- i. beyond qnestion. Nor*can it be 
denied thai this has also li -en true all season. When the season is 
over and sport ■ followers attempl to evaluate this team with other 
Morey-coached clubs, great difficulty will be experienced since tin re 
has not been a team in the pas; four years thai has suffered so much 
from injuries or has had such a eonstanl run of bad breaks as the 
team of this year. 
There are two more games on the schedule, one with Bowdoin 
next Saturday, and the other with Colby on Armistice day. both to 
he played at Garcelon Held. One newspaper sports writer said thai 
to dale the Hates team has doiu ire traveling than the \otre Dame 
Ramblers. It is true thai this team has not played on the home field 
since the opening   of college.    In their lasi two games of the year 
it ought   to  have  the whole-hearted support of the   entire student 
body!    The  Back-to-Bates  festivities  Friday nighl  should  serve to 
stimulate  student  and  alumni  interest   to a   new  high.     That  it  will 
mean, much to a team that has had iis high spots and its low spots; 
is certain. By MH.1)KI:I> HOLLYWOOD 
.... It was a .leu-' wiie    brought    the 
Cosmopolitan   Lducation   H   is at this stage of the college year- g    pel to Rome, a  Roman who took 
that   resolutions   made   during   the ' ■■ K      hman who 
a   to  Scandinavia,    a  Scandli. 
talents in, this direction, in spile of the heterog 'neity of subjeel 
material, it has and will continue to maintain as its criterion for 
judgmenl  the aptness,   skill and artistry with which the writer has 
The editor has announced    thai  material for the    issue winch 
before the    Christmas    vacation    must    be submitted 
re    Nov. 26.    In order    that    lie- high    standard    of    literary 
Hence    which    has been    set  in the    past  may    continue, it  is 
;able thai every student should feel free to submil  material for 
consideration.    Only in this way will new talent he uncovered, and 
will tin- Garnel  he representative of the best  that the campus can 
ice.    Therefore, the student  concurs heartily with  the appeal 
the darnel   editor,    Miss Cut;-,    for material and urges a wide- 
spread response on the parl  of both men and women. 
summer to make the year one of study and high scholarship begin 
to weaken and the round of extra-curricula activities begin to 
detract the student's attention from the primary object of college 
education. Sports, debating, club activities, hikes, dances and dales 
come to the fore, and ether considerations recede rapidly into the 
hack ground as the year jroes on. 
While it  has always    been our opinion    that college life  must 
consisl of much more than the daily grind of classes and lectures i- 
we are t.. he truly educated, the Faci ais0 remains that we insist in- 
clude these in any sane schedule of college work. The college senior 
who said  lo his father on graduating, ".Now   I know how you  fell 
when  the country club disbanded.", had an experience at college 
which is not so very much different    from that of many whom we 
have met. This "country club" ideal of college is criminal in a y v 
when Hie forces of world disaster have raised  havoc with the live 
millions and have plunged families into poverty and wrecked young 
lives.   It   is  imperative  that   every   person   who   has  the   privileg 
attending an institution    of higher education    should bend    every 
efforl 
wlio   look   it   io   Sot land,   a   Scotch- 
who evangelized   Ireland,    and 
Irishman  ir.  turn made the mis- 
sionary conqui -t  ol Scotland. 
Ottawa Campus. 
The  president  ot   Roll 
to  ■ !■ fate    tie-    standards ol 
- room   io those of liron. 
.    Mr.     Pre -.! ot.    1 
«ould   -i -■-■• -i   having a   i now\ 
• nd  Ue-i!  te  liven   things   I en bad  .- 
WOK],   I   know,   but   you   know 
what I mean)  up. and . 
could   blew  •.   whistle  at the end  of 
riod.     And   don't f< rg i  . 
ib,millions      will be   an    im- 
<••:-, in tact, the most Im- 
ant   at  quizzes,  you   know. 
in  the  raw.  or  a  la   P,ai   -'.' 
. or In other words, gii 
-  e,   to   these   rules   of  Salem 
.   ! 7 7 2 : 
can   be taken     only  by 
lal     permission,    and    at times 
by t he ti a hers. 
-'.  i) ■ day,    the sli >ping 
bed b; 
rs.   ' H ly,   hay,   what's   going, 
wl     '    goii ■- on? i 
:;. Th -1 order is to be ob- 
1     in   the     embroidery     room. 
n,  the pain  of it all.) 
I.   Wh< a   walking out,  pupils arc 
out  of sight or  hearing 
"pose they  i 
I   ! '   th their "Are yu!i 
",  huh?) 
Then,  there's    the    person    who 
are     three     senders— 
aline,  feminine,     and     crooner. 
■ ' in.   no.   (dm-   Kib- 
ure was swi legajnl in "The Dark 
Hore >", wasn't  h< ?)■ 
"A place of respectable seclusion" 
is the need of Maine men and their 
co-ed   dat   i, estj     a   person   of 
•■■:   81   the State  university. 
Or  as  the    geography    professor 
ped   while   holding     a   map     of 
e:  "is that Nice?*' 
Utah chronicle. 
That   Yale      game   is   still 
toward acquiring an  understanding of the  forces which ar< 
at play in this world.      This understanding can only be acquired  !,', 
through long hard arduous menial effort, but only in this way will made by  the  Bates  football  i 
we ' "' '" realize our corporate responsibility and work toward a   "■-■   holding   the   mighty     Vale 
solution of the problems which threaten to wreck our civilization   score1' « ,:' ■■■  '-■'■ -■■ Each 
if allowed to go unsolved. v"iy wearer    of the    Gi 
They •• jy  that  heaven  will protect 
working girl,  bat  the Venn Col- 
benm   |©ge  Chronicle wants to know   who 
-■•-',, •      gny she te working. 
brilliant      accompli 
Speakers  We have been very fortunate at Bates 
speaki is of prominence come to the campus du 
year. These arc   brought to us through tin col leu: 
as much en dit as could be 
given.     Nice     work,     Coach     Dave 
laving many  Moray!" 
each        The  .' •  dest ribes the 
No m ■■ :. at was permitted to 
wear either a tie or a coat at a da-nce 
held recently on the Univ. of Oregon 
campus. The wide op n spaces, huh? 
Our native superiority hart again 
br. n recognized. Bates, it is claimed, 
' - ie trouble with course crabbing 
than  any other  Maine college   This 
college r. I s re   r t t s t r the   agency of the "•■■' • '> that electrified! illuminating bit of tatormaMoh was 
Chase Lecture Fund, the Council on Religion and dubs which have 'h"1 
naUon "■':lv thia fa" b» holding   a'schwed at a meeting of the r:n°tiish 
interests that lie in specialized fields. Too often the student interest ' "' a 8COrelesa tie- i department    of the fowr Maine col- 
in these lectures has been merely apathetic. When something o\' real      That    article  from    Pro 
value might have been obtained, many students have stayed away., Taylor of  the     Economics 
In part this failure to avail themselves of these privileges is duo to m""'   wi!i'l'.  appeared   lately  in   the 
Amherst  Student —the one In which 
!   Prof.   Taylor   told   why   he   favored 
...•   the  candidacy     of Norman    Thomas 
ets who are   engaged in moulding   a world nearer to heart's desire, 
can consider    himself educated.    Of course,    the location    and    ihe 
... r.,.i iin. i.iMn i i iio i o 01 ui e i
a lack of understanding as to the educational process. No person 
who has not come into contact with the vital personalities of lead- 
Lct Sotyiething Qood Be Said 
Hy   .I.UIKS   WHITCOMB   Itll.KV 
I During the Civi' War an ill-considered letter writ- 
ten by a l"i'.ion general fell into the hands of the 
Confederates: General Dee promptly wrote to 
Jefferson Davis to advise that no publicity by 
given I he letter, as this would needlessly bring 
reproach upon the author.) 
Win i: over the fair fame of friend or foe 
The shadow of disgrace shall fall, instead 
Of words of blame, or proof of thus and so. 
I.ei somel hing good be said. 
Porgel eoi thai no fellow-being yet 
May fall so low but  love may lifi hi; head : 
Even the cheek of shame with tears is wel. 
Il somel hing good  he   ;d !. 
No generous heart may vainly turn aside 
In ways of sympathy ; no soul so dead 
But may awaken strong and glorified, 
If something good be said. 
And so I charge ye. by the thorny crown. 
And h\ the cross on which the Savior hied. 
And by your own     oul?S hope of fair renown. 
Let something good be said ! 
Ie»ee ly held at the Univ. of 
G.   R.   Maine. One Colby prof told of Colby 
a lens who sit  ia his classes burn- 
with  the  desire to recite.     They 
• • their lips, swallow,  and fidget 
•in  their chairs,     but     remain silent. 
I Arts* ei.-.,-.    be receives    telephone 
from   these  students,  who  6ay 
they  feel  that  they  must     tell 
I the ideai? that they had in class, but 
could not express Cbem In class, be- 
auee of being e.-uied course crabbers. 
:>o>e  they figure     they    couldn't 
Who was i,  thai  said. "The g, ZSS^ZJSft ^ ""^ 
esl     ol    scholastic    punishment    is1 ____^ 
Study"?   And   boy.  can  you   take   It, nr  
huh? ADVICE   TO   COL.LEGE   STUDENTS 
for president—causes some of us 
hi e :>; I!. - to feel rather wistful 
and envious. I envy and admire 
Amhersl tor the freedom of expres- 
sion and tolerance that must be en- 
joyed  there. 
lies*   people,   and   homemakers     are 
ned   to   when  opinions    are  ex- 
pressed,  he it  in  conversation  or  hi 
formal talk. 
Inasmuch as such functions are 
r< i uin il of college people th .• 
aid take measures to retain 8iis 
prestige thai can be used as a tool 
io bring about intelligent policy and 
proper leadership in polities. V. 
Jy investigation of editorials and 
more frequent perasing of the daily 
paper will suitably keep one in 
touch With present events and po- 
tential trends. 
In the present case of the presi- 
ded ia! campaign the college under- 
graduate probably has little dlrefcl 
rest. However to be versed in 
the future requires some concen- 
tration on events of the hour. In 
recognition of this need some space 
his column is devoted to setiiitf; 
forth    Ihe    most   discussed    issues   O!' 
the present campaign. 
Not only socialists  but some cri- 
tics would have us believe that th 
is   little     difference      between     the 
platforms of the two major parties. 
Were we to look    into the October 
issue  of Current  History     we  would 
however,     that  the     platforms 
differ,  chiefly  in   the  degree of ac- 
■     .   proposed. The Democratic plat- 
form   advocates  the  traditional   low- 
er tariff and  the age-old dogma of 
-    Together   with   these 
nor   Roosevelt   blatantly   advo- 
i conomic  independence for the 
i.   The   Republicans are 
.  to claim reelection by the pro- 
posal   of   retention     of   the   present 
prohibitive tariff calling it favorable 
to   industrial   rehabilitation.   Count- 
• ring  the democratic stand on States 
Hights  the  G.  O.   I*.   favors  Federal 
control   over   the  anticipated   return 
of   liquor. 
Norman Thomas would have us 
believe that the two platforms are 
at most merely different shades of 
the same color. Continuing in his 
line of thought we see that Ihe 
two parties are backed more by sen- 
timent and machit.es than by intelli- 
gent voting. The .Socialist candidate 
for the presidency claims that con- 
ditions of the present will stimulate 
Intelligent voting and thus swell 
the Socialist poll to unpre-.. : 
figures. 
It is fair to say that the Socialist 
party advocates clear cut, and need] 
n forms. It's platform states that the 
other parties are quibbling over 
artificial means of bringing back 
pi lity. Going on it sets forth 
the following fundamental essen- 
tials to soeial and economic stabili- 
ty; unemployment insurance, gov- 
ernment control of production dis- 
tribution, and public utilities, short- 
er hours for labor, highly graduated 
Income taxes and other social re- 
forms. 
In these proposals one may see a 
definiti I-I fusal to squabble over so 
called -artificial' means of strength- 
ening the economic and social life 
of the 'nation by such schemes as 
the farm board, the high tariff, land 
banks and the Reconstruction Fi- 
nance  Corporation. 
The comrast between the mud- 
slinging of the major parties ami 
the serious minded proposals ot the 
ns minded proposals of the 
lists is aptly summed up in the 
words of J. Frederick Elssey writing 
in The New Outlook tor this month. 
He says, "the Socialist campaign Is 
a play upon principals rather than 
upon  personalities." 
Recovery Depends on Germany 
"If Germany does not recover 
economically, Europe will not re- 
cover for Germany is the center of 
industrial and financial activity on 
the continent", so spoke chancellor 
dictator Von Pa pen upon being 
notified that France would not meet 
in a conference to consider arma- 
niants and the Versailles treaty. 
France upon receiving the invitation 
referred the German government to 
the League of Nations, French 
thought, as portrayed in the French 
press, regards Germany as too 
grasping. The French evidently think 
that Germany is not appreciative of 
the recent Lausanne agreement 
wherein reparations were ruled out 
on the condition the Germany Dav 
-, ...000.000. in bonds in 1935 
Another clause in the treaty stipu- 
'•H's thai this will occur if the 
I nited States cancels war debts and 
Germany  recovers    economically. 
later In ihe leas dim past, -'Locals". 
This column contained the same 
dignity of the rest of the magazine, 
but it was neverthele.-s a composite 
of ihe more modern columns. "Inter- 
collegiate News", "Club Notes". 
"Pepya Thru the Keyhole", and even 
"Humor". It is in this column that 
w find the real secret of the mauve 
decade and gay nineties—the college 
life of those decorous ladies and 
whiskered gentleman. our own 
grandfathers and grandmothers. 
—COI.LKGK ITKMS— 
1H7:5 
Half-hour  prayer    meetings     have 
etire. 
id pensively milked 
the go,, 
. she paused to mutter 
brute,  you would  ' 
turn to milk' 
And the animal turned to batter 
Candy  pulling  is  popular  . 
:ar. 
Croquet has become decidedly un- 
popular. 
The girls of an Illinois   seminary 
amus    themselves  by spitting   at [ 
mark. 
1880 
Anxious  mothers should  have   g. 
hesitation in placing their son.- unoe, 
the watchful care of our faculty. .\o; 
long    tace, one of the boys ab 
:m •   tin     duties     of   a ipedagi . 
was  allowed   to  stop  over  one  trtb 
been held daily in the several rooms   to  have-  his  pants  patched. 
of Parker Hall  this term. 
Blessings on  that  gym  pump. 
Example  of  total   depravity—that 
ir who advised his prof, to stick 
to his hat rim. 
Another lady  is  expe.led  to enter 
the freshman  class next term. 
1874 
Smith   was   walking  out   with  the 
Who stove In the panels? 
Junior^  are.  aggrieved,    tiifi 
. en  restricted in the 
iirewoo I  in    he recitation  ro 
;  the  Reading coal-hod? 
It cost $6 to kick     In three   door 
panels,  and   $12   to  grease a  black- 
board. 
TJ»s  prof.5 are kept well    supply 
with  candy, cornballs and other lite idol  of  his  heart  the other  evening 
and they chose the favorite resort of. refreshments. 
lorere    the   goat   pasture near     the i 188;$ 
dam.  While admiring    the falls    she|      It  has     been     quite  sickly about 
burst   out   rapturously.     "Isn't   that   Parker Hall. 
dam   splendid?"  She  nearly  fainted       Parker Hall has been undergoing 
away when Smith answered that h i annual   housecleaning. 
wai n'i used to hearing ladies swear; 
and another engagement is broken 
off. 
The     Juniors 
analyoe flowers. 
The boy- have all  taken to 
are    preparing   to 
ilrink- 
Communiration  is ooon   to   be   re-  Ing Auburn  mineral spring waier It 
■ 1 between the two divisions of 
Parker Hall. Iron doors have been 
ordered for that pnrfos 
The freshman class numbers i'.". 
We  understand  that     the     Sopho- 
mores     are     delighted     with     their 
!     litres on ornithology. 
1875 
The Freshman class will number 
25  this  year. 
College news is scarce Just now. 
Several trunks arrived last Saturday. 
A coal man was recently heard 
inquiring  where  Parker  Hall  lived. 
Columbia  college  has  revived   the 
custom of wearing cape and gowns. 
1876 
We omitted to mention in our last ■ the  campn 
number  the  present  to  the  baseball! 
nine of a  beautiful  bouquet. Coming 
as  it did  after a  hard  fought  battle 
this  token of interest    was    appre- 
ciate!  by  the  boys. 
Winter is coming on and is bring- 
ing with it long evening.;. Judging 
from   pai I   observations     we   hardly 
seem? to have a  hilarious effect. 
Eighteen ladies in college—eight 
!a ibe freshman class. 
.Mineral spring water and peanuts 
ry popular among the buy-. 
The Seniors   were  out at   :'. 
a  few  nio.-ninge,  since  to   view    the 
plane:.? through a  telescope. 
Several boy.; have been employed 
as conductors on horse-care during 
the state fair. 
Cows off the campus! 
1884 
Wouldn't one of the electric lights 
look  well  on  the  campus?   (One!) 
The studi 'its have voted down the 
motion   to  have  an  electric  ligh 
think they will be spent altogether 
In study; and suggest, as" we have 
before, that a college chess club be | 
formed. 
1877 
Bales has the honor of having the 
first lady valedictorian, Miss J. R. 
North. 
Two of the Student Editors are 
sick. 
Prayer meetings are held in Prof.: 
Angell's recitation room every Wed- 
nesday. 
A student'.-, prayer meeting has 
been lately Instituted and will be 
held regularly on Saturday evenings. 
Who put the plow in chapel? 
Croquet is nearly as popular    as 
1891 
Who lighted the electricity with a 
match? 
The group picture of the Sopho- 
more baseball team is a work ot 
beauty and a joy forever. (Modest! I 
Work on the baths in the gym fc 
being pushed and Bates will sdSbbe 
equipped   with   first     class     bathing 
apparatus. 
1808 
It makes us tired: 
To  see so   many freshmen    with 
whiskers 
To     land   twenty-five  minutes    ir. 
To  see  the  freshmen     walk  down 
I   with the co-eds. 
An umbrella, a plug hat—a senior. 
The report that the campus was 
to be devoted to agriculture this 
season  i; not true. 
1808 
A man of Charles Sumner's stand- 
ing ought to know better than to 
color his mustache. 
Library Dedication Featured 
Unveiling of Stanton Portrait 
November 21. 1900 and October 18, 
11)02.—To very fa* people, if any, 
have these two dates any significan- 
ce, yet it is ihe former date which 
marks   the   actual   establishment   of 
are outstanding in the minds of the 
tit generation, yet of greater 
Importance are the years of 1900 and 
111ii2; the laying of the corner e.tone 
of Coram Library and the presenta- 
tion of the "Uncle Johnny" portrait. 
A  design   tor     a   Thumb     Station        M  least  three  college  heads  last  Small  wonder   iudee'd      IZTuZZH'*' 
was    awarded    first    prize in    the   ^    *   bemoan.. I   the tragedy of atu-ishould   nn.   L      . .     Germa"y 
Clemson   College   architectural   eon-1 £®?.t_and graduate    "inactivity    and| tive.  for  as  °L ^„mf_     aDPreci.a- 
p»t?ss  mil— test.   In  case  you   didn't   know—no. t •  With  refipeot to  noli; 
1    ,lifl«'«    M:»i.        _   *i _~i*   ......:^„   :..    .   I  ;-'ffiir«iE "    «>«A    u,u        _ J «.»_ Ires," and held education res- 
Dflible for its cause and cure. 
S.-oriug the inefficiency and eonrup- 
:n government and the moral 
lethargy of our supposedly respe.ta- 
ble and educated classes. Dean Gil- 
d era-reeve 
1 didn't either—a thumb station 
place where students rest While a- 
waiting rides. By the way. how 
' —if any—of those there ani- 
mals did you find, you hitchhikers 
to Maine? 
Well,   I   guess  colleges  really  are 
factories, tor, according 'to 
the  institute     of  Family     Relations 
the   college     campus     is   a   popular 
matlng-ground.     And   besides,   only 
in   75  mariages  sown  on     the 
eampue   smashes. 
Students  of  Columbia   Univ.     are 
compiling  a   list  of grammatical  er-   „f n,,lt. 
ror-   made  by  the   profs,   in  a  cam-   ?■„pol'tKS °" a higher level of intel- 
paign   for  "better usage   by   faculty   l!gs',:"e E1! l IMegrtty. 
members".   And   maybe  some   profs' 
won't  be  red! 
the foundations of learning at Bates One reproens; the beginning of th 
voi.ege. For seven months previous growth of an excellent library and 
to this year. President Chase direc- ihe other keeps always present th- 
ted most of his efforts toward rais- 
ing $10,000. the estimated cost of a 
library worthy of being placed along 
"'"Vlle c,her college buildinigs. 
ardly  more than  a  year  later,  the 
ground   was  broken   for  the  library. 
It   was   with   difficulty   that   the  re- 
in ce and form of one, who is not on- 
ly particularly dear to all of Bate-. 
but   who  probably did  more for tin 
i   advancement of  the Horary 
tin a  any other person.. 
~— :o:— —__^__ 
for  as  this  goes  to 
ions of dollars in gold are en route 
for the limed States Treasury from 
England and France. 
tlJt
1'tv-f!erSan   S°ver'>ment     claims 
nnll        f     r.anCe   t0   relent   ™*   «" quicsce to German armament pro- 
of Barnard College ques- i^T^,o^JSSMm with Austria. 
Honed whether "there has not been I n » '\?-o s.t,"kluK out of the fam- 
• ome dire ;, J ;. u„v jn the education j "m"
3.'?,1"",clause ot tlle Ver- 
provided during ft* last twenty or i,p '?, treaty' lhat "»« world would 
tnirty years in our secondary schools   ;.- .'.'..„?...n_ew  Germany.     Germany. | alone for  what  he 
New Chain Link 
Fence Encloses 
Garcelon Field 
Ground    Near    Russell 
Street Leveled To 
Form Diamond 
monstrances of M. Coram. the do- 
nor of $20,000 were overruled, and 
the   building   was   christened   Coram 
Library. 
On the second date, less than two 
years later, dedication exercises for 
the completed library were held in; 
Hathorn Hall. An outstanding fea- 
ture of the program was the unveil- 
ing of a portrait of Prof. Stanton. 
For thirty yearn "Uncle Johnny" 
was custodian of the books. As in 
all things which he ever undertook, 
every bit of his conscientiousness 
and  earnestness     was  exipended   un- 
stintingly  on   his  work.   Every  book j      Returning-       " „„ ~ , 
b   tame known to him, its name, au-1 newlv o,,-IJL ,   "PPfrc'assmen      and 
thar.   age   and   "previous   condition    mnVn  ^   ■   .ed  Fres'>nien have found 
ih. I'll   .1luch o£ interest in the recent add! 
vations completed on 
this saime year 
Prof. Stanton resigned His task of 
a.■(.mplishing much out of a little du- 
- ago the expanse be- 
tween Russell Street and the old 
link   fence,   which   until  a  week  age 
waste   of  swamp   and   rocks. 
n 
P:     ■'■ Park  of  Bryn   Mawr  at 
Bryn   Mawr,  Pa..  ;,,,.,   l'rt,-':if.,.;   Wa_ 
ol   Oberlin   College,  at Obe 
Ohio,   called  upon   college  men   and' 
to   create  a   new   profession 
ring this p, riod has .been"a7oiiv'u.rUm"i ,, th*  fleld's  North   noundar> 
e,1  a .Herculean  piece  of   work    W il*
8   a   " 
l t      did  for \L «? ■"" 
van.ement and betterment of'«,« Li'' yoV .   brarv   was   Prof    Stantrnr ■ e.-iamatton.     In  the n 
and more important than that would   chosen for the unveilinc i, ,uf
rtrait
l 
the   sPr»'K.   a   local  French   , 
tl•■ular time. One of theTleLi™ ?„""! was 8jve" ,hp contract for th 
' ! European     recovery 
When this world is perfected, what' Cerm*ny in her P'ace 
,.     v.c..,.,,..,,,- „.      i  th*'..a was  considered  by  most  students 
t_s   spokesman   says,   would   imme-! vanjement and betterment of til T-' a,,c'   other "authorities"     to be b, - 
f-   Stanton-si .portrait' IZ!\£?T"*?L-    Ul t e nihldle °f ii ili g q. ,h,°. „      i
t S "" .      l l 
e of the .le li^ ' f""" 7** 8lTen lhv contri 
-ators of a few generation-^Vdu" J"K  °f  the   Seld-   ^ 
■ arly graduate of Bat^ha°^.-»' an ^ Sun"ne.' the  wo 
"Excepting  my  rathe*'^*^'?^: I'"'"  ?**•  a"d  what 
Tohnny  more .than  any  othe,   ma"r. ? IM?"   
maM     OI   - 
tave ever met". And this fe^in^J ^U,ld  S°°"  p,0Ve to  be  a  valuable 
"■-evalent  among all  who  ever ™ add,,tIon  '».<"»' athletic  facilities.  K 
n contact with the „n    „      L™ '*.to. e.°.ntain     a  new  baseball dia- 
,. -  -•      -"*jo,        *>«J<11U       I1I1I1IC- j    ■"""vutvufc    ii'u
oiateiy show new industrial  impetus   y       
and more impc 
be  freed   from   the   prevalent  moral 
octracism     that   is  so   linked     with 
German   despondency. 
It   is   thus   easily   concluded   that 
i- ranee  controls  the key  position  to 
in     "keeping! ha 
! 
i 
of rocks   and     pi's 
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PACE TITRETC 
DOCTOR WRIGHT DISCUSSES 
LOYALTY IN CHAPEL ADDRESS 
Lovalty was the theme of Dr. mon people, and church. Loyalty! 
fM«in M. Wrights chapel speeches shown on election days is to partv.i 
„;; Wednesday and Thursday of last  principle, the man, and to the ward • 
ck   Wednesday he discussed  loy-  DOBS. 
concrete objects  as  our  col-' 
all)' to 
lege. 
Thursday, loyalty to ideals. 
lions 
limes 
he was envious because of the . 
"iuriiiiv  houses,   new   theatres,   li-j 
'' ,-jes  "and   Princeton's     memorial 
hapel ' Dr.  Wright said.  " t seemed 
that 1 cul 
Loyalty on the campus is another 
item to be considered. Dr. Wright 
The topic was suggested to Dr. wondered if the Bates' loyaltv was 
Wright by his visits this summer to as strong during the years of th<- 
many American educational institu-1 "Scoreless Wonders" as it is at pre- 
ol the wealthier    class.    At; sent, and If    the Alma Mater verse 
"Bates men were never known to I 
yield" was as popular then as now. | 
He closed his talk with the quota- 
tion ."Sell your hammer and buy a 
Id be more loyal to these, horn; don't always knock, some- 
Institution*-"    However,  his  loyalty j times boost." 
m' Rates never failed, because of | Thurday Dr. Wright dealt with 
Ihe beauty of the college and the loyalty to family, country, God, and 
itniosphere it carries. He quoted | honor. He asked the question, 
(ran Daniel Webster's speech in de- j "Which is the highest loyalty, to 
{ease of Dartmouth, "It is only a j God, to family, or to country?" His 
small New England college, but answer was that loyalty to God was 
gome of us love it." j the  highest  form  of  it. 
FbraM of Ixtyalty Ixwalty  to  Ideals 
loyally   will   be   shown   this  com■        "Will  you   make  a  slight  conces- 
November 8 and has been shown i sion  to dishonor in  the classroom?" 
past   to  king,  baron,  com- '■ was   a   pointed   question   that   drew 
"•penal attention to the student's 
: loyalty to ideals. The ideal of Bates 
I Is  set   forth     in  the  college     motto 
m           Mor ■•   s 
•    £fe=* 1    P A      fl*' • 
*    \R . ft 
& .-J] ^ T ! s^Sl « 
By DOROTHY E. O'HARA 
JELLISON BREAKS RECORD BUT 
BATES LOSES TO MAINE 27-30 
mem for bee intermediates, g^eg Harrier   Leader Cracks   Long-Standing 
Sod  advanced   players   is  posted     in   ■L>C1X.'-     ",     ,      T-,        T  •      1 A     J     TJ •   U„,,^o^v. 
vm. TII- Mm, of the person     Time Made Bv Lindsay And  Richardson— 
Butler And Olds, Third And Fifth 
night or for the day to the Sabattus 
cabin is planned. Or there will be 
substitute arrangement such as a 
series of hikes, the. length of which 
hasn't been decided. 
Tennis  Tournament   List   Posted 
The  list  for 'he     Tennis Tourna- 
UO-«M1S at U. of M. Exhibition 
Miss Anne Hodgkins. National 
•ecretary of the Women's Division 
of  the    National     Amateur Athletic! Jj"rvoted 
lag 
in times 
LE 
IVfESSAGER 
Publishing Co 
Job Printers 
Publishers 
are 
« 
225 LISBON STREET 
"Amore  Ac Studio". 
The ideals of our country 
very intangible. A few years 
they were "A war to end war" and 
"A war to make the World safe for 
Democracy". Dr. Wright pointed 
out that unemployment is dangerous 
to ideals in that family after family 
has to give up their ideals of 
social  betterment. 
:o:— -^—— 
An  ounce of  courtesy  is  worth  a 
pound  of apology.—Joseph  G. John- 
Ken Bus 
WHITE   and   FLYNN 
Called for    SHOE RHINE    and Delivery 
"BILL THE  BAKHKKS" 
Hoars—Every   day,   4-<;—S;it..   :ilt  lay 
CALL FOR 83364 
CHRISTMAS   Greeting   Cards 
Personal   and   Assorted 
GORDON   JONES 
G   WEST  PARKER 
Federation, spoke to the girls at an| 
aisdembly on Wednesday morning. 
She was accompanied by lire. 
Howard. State Secretary of the same 
organization. She is on her way to 
the Teacher's Conference at the 
University of Maine where five Bates 
girls are to demonstrate track work. 
They are: Pat Abbott. Constance 
Fuller. Grace Gearing. Jean Murray 
and Marjorie Re id. The exhibition 
will include dashes, running broad 
jump, basketball throw, javelin, run- 
ning high jump, hurl ball, disens, 
running-hop-step and jump. Mlse 
Fisher is in charge of the girls on 
Friday morning. They will be enter- 
tained  on  campus. 
Colby  is  to     demonstrate     speed- 
. ball, and Maine, hockey and basket- 
>   ball. 
Hockey Most Popular Sport 
Hockey was chosen this year by a 
large number of girls for their fal! 
activity. It leads with 104 girls: 33 
Freshmen. 26 Sophomores. 2 7 
Juniors. 20 Seniors. 
Tennis is next with 8 4 girls. There 
are 36 Freshmen. 31 Sophomres, 14 
Juniors. 3  Seniors. 
Hiking: 11 Freshmen. 8 Sopho- 
mores.   5  Juniors.   2 -Seniors. 
Archery: 5 Freshmen. 6 Sopho- 
mores.  5 Juniors.  1  Senior. 
Riding: 7 people take this »ven>t 
twice a week with instruction. They 
are Madeline Bean. Ruth Carter, 
Grace Gearing. Georgette LePage, 
Barbara Littlefleld. Marcella Shapiro, 
and  Miriam  Wheeler. 
Swimming: One girl, Anne Hamil- 
ton, has been given special per- 
mission   to   take  this. 
Training Schedule: 5 girls are on 
this  special schedule. 
New Plan for \V. A. A. Hiking 
W. A. A. is considering a new plan 
for   hiking.     Previously,     to  secure 
i points, an extra hike each week  was 
necessary.  Now, a trip 
a 
Rand  _ 
to play and scheduled dates are on 
it. Play off as soon as possible as the 
froBl will make the courts impossible 
to play on. 
Apply to Jo Barnett '33 for all in- 
1 formation  and  to  meet opponents. 
Present Season Through Nov. 11 
The fall season  wiLl  last  through 
Nov.     11.    The 1J  ■     week     will  be 
; i  the     (iamet  and   Black 
games, which are a feature of each 
sport season. Each class is divided 
half and half and the two teams 
play each other. Then, the nal big 
play each other. Then, the final big 
ami heat Blacks from all classes. 
The tennis players do not parti- 
cipate in the games, but play off the 
tournament. Winners contribute 
pohrl - to their side. 
Archer) - muted on average 
- and th i-■■ contribute to Gar- 
ael  an I Bla sk points. 
Hikers   don'<   contribute   points. 
Explanation of Activity for W. A. A. 
Taking an activity for W. A. A. 
in- ans taking an extra hour each 
w. -k. By doing this, one is eligible 
for award.- isnd tor playing on Garnet 
an | I'.'... 1; team.-. Awards are given 
on the basis Oi sportsmanship. 
scholarship, athletic ability, and 
interest. Son* may not be out- 
-tanding athletes, but still    have    a 
chance on  that  basis. There is great 
th:-     year  in     the    whole 
activity, from Seniors to Freshmen. 
IMay  Hay  Last  Satin-day 
Captain  Ross    JeH 
course  record,     and  his  two     team- 
mates  Butler and  OMe  came  ::i   D - 
hind him third and RJ .'.:. .'    '"   ' 
but     Bates  dropped  la-:   Saturday's 
rose-country   rneel   to   Maine   27-30 
a-   Oia-no.     The     CTOS8- ■■>::::try 
1 during    th ■ second 
Marjorie Reid 
Elected Member 
Of W.A.A. Board 
T. J- Murphy 
Fur  Company 
Est. 1873 
Lewiston, Maine 
Here in all the fine clothes you niny find, 
In the suits and rich furs of all kinds. 
The price is quite right 
And these words aren't mere trite 
For MURPHY'S the 'best of its kind. 
Plan To  See Our 
EXHIBIT 
At Rand, Friday 
Nov. 4th 
Jackets *™™ $5.95 
SEE OUB CAMPUS HKPKESKXTATiVK ABOUT 
AX EASY PAYMENT PLAN  
Marjorie Reid "M was elected 
.1 mini- Repll - 0*841*6 of the 
Women's Athletic Board laei week 
to Suw •• ■■■ l Ruth Bowman ix-'3 i who 
ha, brans*       • to Sargent School in 
B< -Mil. 
The new Board  m< mber was elect- 
ed at the house meeting.-; conducted 
by the house seniors. She is a mem- 
either over-] her of the Spofford Club. 
of the  Bates-Maine    football   gas 
and ended just as  the third  quarter 
was starting. 
The Maine win, 
here, was due to th    fact   thai  Bates 
was  nosed  out   in   the  final   scoring 
wh< n  Olds    was followed     by  four 
Maine  men  in  a row. 
Teams   Dsanhod  at   l-'irsl 
The   rival   Harrii ■;•.-  St ty  I   CJ 
bun  If  1   until   the   four   mils   mark 
w;...   rea :h< a,  at  which    point   Ruse 
I  lltson, o*em i    OFP hi and 
iini-ii' i    • astly     o» ■■     l"11     3 
ahead. The  time  of 27  mtoutes,     18 
seconds,    turned in by    the Garnet 
rapt.iin i- a new record tor the Oro- 
> i rsi . 
The previous  record  was  made by 
Lindsay   and   Richardson   who   » 
Intercollegiate champions for Maine 
a few years back. 
Ki  :  Black. th«' Pull       ;  ■      «ipho- 
more ace was     the  n-art     runner in. 
Bnishrng a Btrong second. B 
■ -,    ;',.\- • n score, outaprinJ in« B 
if Main - to land third position.  ' 
ney  Old-,   galloped     home     in   fifth 
place     to     complete    the group    of 
leader.-. 
l"p to this point the visitor.- I    !  It 
the scoring bu< thou came event thai 
spoiled  defeat.    Four blue    Jen 
runners  finished  In a bunch to 
up the contest tor Maine. II 
■ ■:   to   note   ■ hal   se on I 
group and sevoatb in the race    was 
Harry  Booth,  who. for the  two  pre- 
vious  years had  been  the  Pale  Blue 
threat. 
Othen to Finish 
i:..; utond was In tenth and  -  i 
tanski     compl GaTnel 
ing with a   i»   ITS.    Mot far be] 
Drake  an I   '' ii^:-ii   i   thir- 
Altaough  a 
Maine runnor ehmewhal eonrpll 
matters by finishing tw< Ivoth In thi 
broh    the   ra   •. he was an extra man and did 
not count in the official scoring. 
(•(,:•. h Thompson wan well pleased 
with the Garnet, showing, stating 
that although Jettison, Butler and 
Olds were sure to place among the 
lirst     bn as     a   whole     Was 
red  by  inexperience. 
The  summary: 
MAINE: 2-Black, 4-Earle, 6-Shaw. 
oth, 8-M»rsh, 9-Jaokson, ll-c»i- 
(lft-ffiiUsr)* 
BS:    1-JeUison,   3-Butler,     5- 
Olds,  KHRaymond,    12-Semetau6kte, 
I 3-Drake,   14-C'arpeiwer. 
I Bighth man not eligible to score) 
height   will   be  advantageous   in   re- 
D« passes.    Parfitt    has proved 
iiimscif  a  consistent   plugger   in   the 
I, ; |.     Monrill     Is  showing     up 
well  in  the     line.     Nicholson     from 
Clark School is one of the b st punt- 
ing prospects that has come to Bat  a 
v. r..i  years.  Laffam  and  Gan- 
ioing weM ta tli-1 
whil i Ourtfa and Pignone are 
a   D< Pee  battle  for the     quarterback 
position:. 
When   i .1   Monday   night. 
Coa  h   Sp-nks  said  that  he  expe 
thai   the   it*   hnw n   would   rely   to  a 
on   Xi.hoV :>:.V   ;v. 
iernoou and  woa.i 1 
th ■  breaks.    ProhaWy  mosl 
■amdidBtes will see   i n 
and,  ihough  it will undoubtedly 
a closely contested gam 
men air    expected to gTw a  -cod ac- 
count   of  themselves. 
Bates Freshmen 
Meet Bucksport 
In Season Opener 
The  Bates  freshman football team 
Bucksport    Seminary    Friday] 
loon at  3:00 P. M. on Garcelonj 
Ttoia  is the first game for the 
- and it promises to be onej 
of inter 
Bucksport     has     played     several 
games  already and  has  won     a  fair 
0* th«m, whereas the freshmen 
as yi I   an  unknown and  an 
■ :, .1  quantity. However, in look- 
vir the    freshmen    it appears 
y  will   be  well   fortified     in 
bments    of the    game. 
punting in particular;    even though 
they may lack experience. 
Fewer Games  This Year 
Coach  Buck  Spinks  has  put   in   a 
il  al  of  time  thi.s  fall  drilling 
mon  on     fundamentals     in     ac- 
i onlance     with  the  new  plan  ineti- 
1  at     Bat i- this    year    whereby 
r games are played and special 
is  laid  on  preparing     the 
or next year's varsity. 
A number o* promising men have 
I: Clark, from Erosque 
has been bransferred from half- 
.  an end position where    his 
■w hat on earth 
From the News 
Continued   from   Page   One 
plied   like   the   passenger   Msl   Oi 
Mayflower. 
Recently, Dr. Abraham Flaxner 
announced tin appointmenl ol 
Albert Einstein as head of 
School of Mathematics of the new 
Institute for Advanced study. Dr. 
Kinstein may be able to revise our 
beliefs  in  the  cosmos. 
The author of  the theory  Of  rela- 
tivity,   the   propounder   of   thi    n iw 
field   theory,   is   popularly   regai 
:is  a   great  scientist,     but  it  is  for- 
gotfc n   that   he  has   been   a   te i 
for   more   than   thirty   years.      1 
Winter he     was   at the    Callfo 
Instil lite   of   Technology,   pa 
ing in what Was  probably the  '■■ 
formidable   seminar   ever 
together.   There   Einstein 
equations   on   a   blackboard   for 
b, aefll   of    a class  which ' 
Jeans,   Milllkan,   do   Sitter,   Hub 
Shapley  and   Russell.    Thirty  . 
before, spurned as an instructor b) 
the Zurich Polytechnic, he was a 
miserable, half-fed tutor in the lltti ■ 
town  of Bchaffliausen. His  . 
pupils   therefore   has   been   universal 
■—from   didts   to   wizards;     his 
facts  trom  the  multiplication  table 
to   the   fifth   dimension    and    math 
matical   formulae combining    gravi- 
tation  with light. 
Bui   besl  of all    pictures of  Ein- 
stein,   the  teacher,  Bhows   him   I 
.sc.-nc  in the  bedroom of hi 
home a  ti ■■■   '•■ Dr. Einstein 
hed   been   through     a   long   IDB 
Visitors     were   denied   him.     Three 
Polish   students,   so   poor  that 
had   walked   all   the     way   thro 
hostile,     friendless     country 
Warsaw to Berlin, were at the front 
door. The  sick man  heard  of their 
disappointment,   and   sent   for   them 
to  come  to  his  room.  They  brou 
him   problems   to   solve.   Which   * 
worked   out   ill   figures   and   lorn: 
with a thick Mack pencil on on 
Fran   Einstein's     clean   White 
are you up to 
Compliments of 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
LEWISTON 
Main Street 
"THINDING things out, smarty!  I thought Pd ex- 
-F   aminc the tobacco in a cigarette. 
"Lookherc...thisi^C};cslcrfi<-l<Hcbacco.K<:i;<.  il 
lighter color. ..you don't see any dark hear) types, 
do you? I guess that's why Chesterfields an miM 
"I'm told that uniformly lighter color is doe :<> 
cross-blending. It sort of welds all the tobaccos 
into one. 
"And here's something else. Notice that these long 
shreds are all cut the same width. It stands to r< a- 
son they burn smoother and cooler. 
'I don't  pretend to be an expert but it looks to 
me as if they make ChoatCTfictds right. 
"Here, light one. That's the best test after all. 
Tliey Satisfy." 
w SCHOOL   PAPERS YEAR   BOOKS & 
MERRILL & WEBBER CO 
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS 
95-99   MAIN   STREET.   AUBURN. 
&. 
PROGRAMS 
MAINE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
.» 
GOOGIN 
FUEL OO. _ 
COAL, WOOD and COKE 
W01 P"on.. 
114 Bates Street 
LEWISTON 
1800 
67 Elm Street 
AUBUEN 
MOST     COUPLDTE     AND     OT-IO-DATB 
Luggage Store Bait of Boiton 
Fog^s  Leather  Store 
123   MAIN   ST, IBWISTON,   MAINE. 
TAXI 
4040 
DNION   SQUARE   TAXI 
171 MAIN STBEET 
vy -. .                  - 
. ii 
CO. 
i 
WHEELER 
Clothing Co. 
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS. }j 
For Good Clothes and 
Furnishings ,^ u 
Special discount given to Bate* StudenU 
Harry L. Plummer 
PORTRAIT—Commercial    and 
Finishing Photography 
New Studio 
At 135 Main St., 
Lewiston, Maine. 
GROUND  FLOOR 
BILL 
The Barber 
For 
Eds and Co-Eds 
CHASE  HALL 
Berman's 
BASS  MOCCASINS   AND  SHOES 
SUEDE  JACKETS 
B7 Main Street. Lewiston. 
© 1932. 
Ucssrr * MYBJ TOBACCO CO. 
yhesteriield 
Increased Music 
Continued   from   Page  On ■ 
Deems Taylor, the composer 
King's      Henchman"      and      "Peter 
Ibbetson". 
Both of these pieces    taki    a  1 '•■- 
verish delight  in  rhythm .and  brims 
to overflowinK    with    ideas,    Bom ■ 
good  and  some poor.     Ti;  y  display 
freshness,   sweeping     vitality, 
rather audacious originality.   vVhi 
or or not one eonsiden these v. 
the   fact  remains     thai   this     y< 
American  .having something to 
it. and In doing BO ereaU a    a 
:   \.   vehicle ol expression. 
NOW Musi,   at   I i*k<-  Hall 
The   Music   Committee   of  the   ST. 
W.  C.  A.,  under  Jerry   Edward 
seeking new  music  for the Wed 
day dinner  hour     at  Fiske     Dil 
Hall.   A   new   trio   performed   t 
recently,  and   was  well received.   Its 
personnel is as follows:  Polly .Miller. 
piano;   Isabelle  Minard,  cello;     and 
Ellen   Bailey,   violin.     They  are   all 
members of the freshman class. 
AH Seats Reserved 
For 4-A Plays in Nov. 
All tickets for Hie  4A  Plays to he 
held   November   10  and   11   are 
erved according to an annor 
made yesterday by the man 11 
Yh-   ;>!•;   ) la 35 canJ :keta may 
be obtained at the College Store. 
:u: ■—— 
"In the United States it is almiwt 
inconceivable what rubbish a public 
man has to Utter today if he Is to 
keep respectable."—John Maynard 
Keynes. 
AUBURN 
TYPEWRITER 
EXCHANGE 
TEL. 852 
for 
ItKPAIRIXi 
OV-EKHAUMXG 
SUl'I'IJKS 
USED  MACHINES 
1   Underwood 5 
1  U. C. Smith 8-10  silent 
1  Ifc C.  Smith 8-10  silcnl 
14 IUcliardson  St. 
si;". 
s:tr> 
sir. 
Auburn 
«S"|W?'ts'!gSK«a» 
SAY     IT     WITH     ICE     CREAM 
George A. Ross 
ELM STREET 
I .in 1 
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By VINTKNT BKLLEAU 
STl'DKNT   IN   KAVOR 
OK BASKFTBAl.F. MOVKMKXT 
Whole-heartc-illy in favor of 
basketball as an intercollcKiato sport 
in Maine, the Stuilont sports depart- 
ment hastens to give three cheers 
for the rumor which make* basket- 
ball a probability. If the faculty 
committee on athletic-, realizes what 
the student-, want is basketball, 
there is no iloubt that official 
recognition of basketball will be an- 
nounced within a few (lays. Colby 
has been known for some time to be 
slightly penchant towaril the court 
game, and Maine is ready, according 
to Director t'urtis. to jump into 
coni|M-titiou at any time, so that a 
fast basketball league in Maine is no 
longer a III I Bill With New Ham|»- 
shire nearby to ailil to the list of 
coin|»ctitor-. :i- well as some of the 
Boston team-.. Alain*' s|x»i-ts-follow- 
eis will have plenty of thrills in 
store  for th-m  this  winter. 
Bridgton Harrier 
Betters Record 
Against Freshmen 
Thurber of Bridgton Academy 
broke the freehman course record 
with hie fact time Monday running 
against the freshmen cross-country 
team. 
The Freehmen team "A" defeated 
the Bridgton Academy harriers by a 
small margin,  26-30. 
Though Thurber of Bridgton took 
first place. Bates runners took 
the next three places. The time was 
15  minutes. 29 second.-. 
The Bates men came finished in the: 
following order:  Tubbs 2. Stetson 3. j 
Saunders  4,  Hutchineon   6.  Hiil  11. 
Small  12. 
MAINE NOSES OUT BOBCATS 
TO WIN 6-0 IN SERIES GAME 
Only CompletedFowardPass, Favor To Roman- 
Sky, Clinches Game For Orono Boys—Pn- 
cher. McCarthy, Gay Star For Bates 
Speaking of the Maim- game 
Uv* Saturday. <oaoh Morey told 
the Studenl that he was more 
Hup proud of the showing the 
Bates men. especially the !*>P*>°- 
mores. made in the game. i 
coul.ln-t have been any moK 
proud," the Coach said, 'U » 
score had been 40-0 our favor.  
By VIXCEXT BF.I.LEAU 
Tirst Downs by rushing 
First Downs by passing 
Tirst Downs  or penalty 
Yards Gained  rnshing 
Yards lost rnshing 
Passes Attempted 
Passes Completed 
Passes Intercepted by 
Kickoffs. distances   (av.) 
Bun back kickoffs 
punting yardage 
Average yardage per punt 
Run back punts 
Penalties 
Bates Maine 
10 4 
0 1 
1 0 
196 111 
18 30 
4 9 
0 1 
1 2 
50 45 
39 25 
366 489 
•26 33 
27 22 
35 25 
Morse Wins 
Morse High of Bates defeated the; 
freshman  B cross-country team yes- 
terday  afternon  over  the  two     and 
one-half   mile  course     by  n 
score  15-45.  Snowdon  of Moree was, 
the individual winner and Small was 
ths first Bates man to cross the- line. 
MAINE GAME  LEAVES 
BATES CROWD HEABTBBOKEN 
The mere knowledge that a superi- 
or Bates eleven was not getting the 
breaks atX>rono was caough to bring 
one's heart one anatonomica! story 
shore one's tonsUB, last Saturday. 
Thi- entire personnel of the Student 
Spo»ts department. congregating 
after the game, contributed sad 
w ■: Is to the song of requiem. 
Throughout    the toot     quarter,    we 
Deering Too 
The Frosh hill-and-dale. Squad A. 
men.  bowed  to a fast  Deering  team; 
in  Thursday's  race,   with   the  score, 
standing 23-34. 
Although   the  visitors     took     the 
Brat two pla'-es.    Stetson    of  Bates, 
who    finish'-]     third  was    just    Bis 
ode behind the winner. 
on  ' ige,  and  forgot the chart 
we  were  keeping...   wrote  the  play | 
by  p'.ay     in   more     than     the usual, 
illegible   "shorthand".   Before   that, j 
at the end of the first half, we would 
have liked a chance at that official's. 
watcb  which put an end to one 
• if  the     season's     most    spectacular 
dashes down the field.  Ditto, second 
half. . . all in all. 'twas a good game. 
Pricker starred, looming way above 
any  back  we have    ever seen.    Joe 
Knowles   showed     he  could     smear 
plays.  The old   Bates  line did  tricks 
to Favor's    ex-A'.l-Americanism,    so 
i-a'.l: 1. 
IH1.VT BEE WHY 
ROMANSKY   St)  MIBACn.OCS 
That much discussed Favor-Ro- 
man.-ky pass which meant the victory 
for the home team... the resulting 
emphasis on the "Foxy" nickname 
somebody once tacked on Fred 
Brice. . . the assertion, especially, to 
the effect that Bomansky. never hav- 
ing been picked as a pass receiver, 
fooled the Bates team by acting as 
such... all make us disgusted. The 
same pass was a-tempted before in 
that game: Bates had been drilled 
against that particular p'.ay; whether 
Romansky or Wilson or anybody 
was the receiver, the p'.ay was 
the same, and it was just one of 
those things which fooled the de- 
fense at  that particular time. 
Rohertshaw got the ball, and 
started for the line from a Z for- 
mation, (the same one Maine used 
last year when Favor broke thru a 
i'.enly stationary Bates secondary 
for the - a ••lei... Favor, who 
was to the spectator an interfering 
back, grabbed the ball from Robert- 
shaw, and while the Bates defensive 
man who thought he was to cover 
Robertshaw saw the light and start- 
ed back, Favor's pass traveled fifteen 
yards to Romansky. unguarded. So. 
Ned Lehan's song "Isn't it Roman- 
sky? ". however appropriate, was not 
neeei sai   ;• the defeat's theme song. 
MORE SPORTS:—-How many of the 
old grads. watching the football boys 
In "h- ir last practice before the Bow- 
do:!) game, will say "Now, when I 
was in school. . . .'? . . .How many 
of the old grads. reading this 
column, will comment on the inade- 
quacy of modern journalism?. . Who 
was the co-ed who swiped the picture 
..f Ben White from Dora Clark 
- ad on the Chase Hal! bulletin 
board? Not that it will do her any 
good! eh Ben?... While the W. A. 
A. deserves tea after the Bowdoin 
game, what else will be served else- 
where?.... Ran Weatherbee's ven- 
tures in the fight game as a promoter 
are taking more gigantic proportions; 
it is about time one Bates Alumnus 
Kas.sifles himself as boxing promoter 
in   Harry  W.  Rowe's  lists;   we wish 
him  luck,  by the way and so. 
before the typewriter feels any 
sillier, we'll say so long, till after 
the "well-earned breather". 
Although exhibiting a brand of 
zrldiron play superior to Maine's. 
Coach Morey's Garnet representatives 
dropped last Saturday's series opener 
6-0 at Orono. A last period pass. 
Favor to Romansky opened the way 
to the latter's twenty yard jaunt to 
the goal line for the afternoon's 
only score. 
Bates was easily the master of the 
-It :ation the rest of the time in the 
last period, and also flashed es- 
pecially at the end of the second 
quarter, when runs by Pricher. Me- 
Ci rthy, and Knowles brought the 
from the thirty-eight yard line 
to Maine's thirteen, when the mrbistl 
I lew. 
Pricher and Gay Great 
Neither team could do anything 
through the other's line, and Prl- 
cher's off tackle and around the end 
- were the day's features of- 
■ ely. The Sophomore halfback 
who distinguished himself especially 
in the Yale game came through again 
in the series starter as the day's most 
spectacular back to win the admira- 
tion of everybody who saw the game. 
Gay, playing hie first series game 
at quarter, played a great game for 
•he   inexperienced   man   that   he   is. 
I although the failure to nail Ro- 
-ky after  the  latter caught  Fa- 
vor's all-Important heave may be at- 
tributed     in a way to Gays    safety 
work.    Morey's    latest    quarterback 
is recognized as a  possible suc- 
or  to    Pete  Valicenti  without  a 
doubt. 
Knowles'    defensive play also re- 
ceived favorable mer»tion even by the 
Maine  players after the game. 
Pricher Kicks Off 
Bill Pricher began activities by 
kicking off with the w-ind to Maine's 
40   yard   line   where   Romansky  got 
the ball and advanced six >'ards. 
whereupon Maine started a short- 
lived offense when Means, after one 
unsuccessful attempt at the line, 
went off tackle for a long gain. The 
next two plays netted losses, how- 
ever, and Favor kicked from his 
own 4 3 y.ird line, to give Bates the 
ball. 
Gay got off a spinner for a first 
down on the second play by Bates. 
Knowles made two thru center, but 
lost a yard on the next play. Prich- 
er kicked, a long, beautiful kick 
from his own 30 yard line to 
Maine's 20 where Means picked it 
up and ran five yards before the 
Bates'  ends got  him. 
There followed the same routine 
for the r^st of the quarter: a fair 
gain, a loss, and a boot. Pricher did 
Bates' punting .and Favor Maine's. 
The quarter ended with the ball in 
Maine's possession on its own 18 
yard  line. 
Second  Quarter  Maine's 
The resuming of play gave Favor 
the advantage ot a strong wind, and 
he put it to immediate use. kicking 
on the first play way down the field 
to Bates' 13 yard line where the 
ball went off side. With that ad- 
vantage. Mair.e kept the ball down 
far from Its goal line for most of 
the rest of the half. During this 
quarter. Maine tried a Favor to 
Romansky of the variety which 
later spelled defeat for the Bobcats. 
But this time the Bates defense was 
wise, and Romansky waited in vain 
on the spot where Favor was to 
throw the ball. Some Bates men had 
broken thru and hurried the throw 
with the result that the pass was 
incomplete. 
There followed more see-saw 
football until Bates got the ball on 
the 20 yard line after Favor's near- 
ly well placed kick barely went over 
the goal line into the end zone be- 
fore crossing the off-side line. Gay 
got off for five yards through Sam 
Calderwood. seemingly five times 
the ball carrier's sin ; three other 
attempts by the Bates backs failed 
and Pricher kicked another one of 
his occasional high punts, this time 
for the distance of twelve horizontal 
yards. 
Romansky lost three yards on 
Maine's first play; Favor on a ten- 
tative line buck lost control of him- 
self and the ball, and Gilman fell 
on it. but the play was called back 
and Bates given a five yard off side 
penalty. Means made 12 yards 
around right end. then Favor tried 
another pass, right into Dick Llem- 
ons' arms on Bates' own 20 yard 
line. 
Bates  Starts  March 
Another attempt failed and Roche. 
this time, kicked. Maine fared no 
better, and another Favor pass 
went for no good and Bates started 
its march, two minutes and a half 
before the end of the half. Pricher 
made 2 and 3 yard gains in order. 
Moynihan made it a first down with 
6 yards. . 
Moynihan. Pricher. and W llmot 
then carried the ball in turn for 
sizable gains each time but the 
whistle blew with the ball on 
Maine's 13 yard line. The march had 
started on Bates' o»n 3S yard mark- 
1 er. 
Punting tells the story of the 
third quarter. Favor, again with the 
wind in his favor .had the best cf 
it. with Bill Pricher doing as well 
as could be expected. Pricher and 
and sometimes McCarthy, got 
off the gains which counted for 
Bates' first down total, but Maine 
held when necessary, and Pricher 
had  to kick. 
The East  Period 
The fourth quarter, however, is a 
different story to relate. The ball 
, was in Maine's possession on Bates' 
*0 yard line when the period open- 
ed. Robertshaw carried it through 
center on the first play for a first 
down. The ball went to him again 
on the next play. He started for the 
line, but gave the ball to Favor, who 
dropped back to pass while Roman- 
sky circled the end from his wing 
back formation. Favor passed and 
Romansky got it. on Bates' 20 yard 
line. He escaped Gay's clutches, and 
raced unmolested for a score. 
Means' try for the extra point miss- 
ed  its mark. 
Bates opened  up after getting the 
ball   on     the   kickoff.     Gay  dropped 
back and threw a pass to Hill. who. 
if  the  photographers     are  to  be  be- 
, lieved.   should   have   been   there     to 
I get  it, but  wasn't;  the  pass  was in- 
SOPHOMORE   TEAM   
LOOKS PROMISING FOR FUTURE 
Comments near and far are flow- 
ing in following the Maine game 
from people who noticed the makeup 
of the Bates team. Gay. Pricher. 
I,enzl. Hill. Gilman. Taylor. Fuller. 
Stone, eight Sophomores who were 
in the lineup during the game, all 
playing their first state series game, 
yet all contributing their valuable 
share to the playing Coach Morey 
he is proud of. Gay and 
Pricher played most of the game in 
important positions; the former 
played as good a quarter game as 
beginner Bates has ever had. and 
we look for big things from him; 
Pricher is already a star. Fuller 
played the entire game at right 
guard. The absence of Soba made it 
necessary for him to go in there, 
notwithstanding the injuries he 
suffered in the Rhode Island game. 
Ills work was noticed by everybody. 
Gilman was also in there most of the 
game. If anybody has any kick 
coming regarding the result of the 
game, he had better not say so when 
we are around. 
BOWDOIN GAME PUZZLER 
FOB DOPE STRATEGISTS 
Having given up because of sad 
past experience the idea of doping 
out football games, we looked about 
for a substitute dopester and found 
him in the person of a Bates alum- 
nus, now coach of track and cross 
country at his alma mater, as well as 
a past coach of freshmen football 
and developer of good football 
material in the days when the head 
coach of football here was ex-officio 
professor of psychology. Ray says 
Bates will beat Bowdoin. that Maine 
will beat Colby, that Maine will beat 
Bowdoin. and then that Bates will 
beat Colby, resulting in a triple tie 
state series. Good stuff. Coach! 
Regarding the Bowdoin-Maine game, 
Ray is very definite. Bowdoin will 
make three first downs, two of 
which will come in the first quarter; 
the other will be the result of a long 
pass by Richardson in the last few 
minutes. Now Harry Paul, bright 
young scribe who somehow land- 
ed a job on the Boston Transcript, 
speaking of the next game, the Batee- 
Bowdoin game, called it a "well 
earned breatiher" for Bates, which 
you may or may not take for so 
much linotype, but the game ought 
to be interesting, to say the least. 
Bates always likeu to play with those 
Bowdoin .boys. 
—and raw tobaccos 
have no place in cigarettes 
They are not present in Luckies 
. . . the mildest cigarette 
you ever smoked 
WE buy the finest, the very 
finest tobaccos in all the 
world—but that does not 
explain why folks every- 
where regard Lucky Strike as 
the mildest cigarette. The fact 
is, we never overlook the 
truth that "Nature in the 
Raw  is  Seldom Mild"—so 
these fine tobaccos, after 
proper aging and mellowing, 
are then given the benefit of 
that Lucky Strike purifying 
process, described by the 
words—"It's toasted". That's 
why folks in every city, town 
and hamlet say that Luckies 
are such mild cigarettes. 
"Irs toasted" 
That package of mild Luckies 
"If a man write a teller book, preach a better sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor, the he 
build his house in the woods, the world will make a beaten path to his door."—RALPH WALDO EMERSON. 
Does not this explain the world-wide acceptance and approval of Lucky Strike? 
i  .-    valicenti   was   sent   in   to 
for a first down. 
McCarthy Fumbles 
Bill   P'richer.   so   far   inactive   as 
The ball was on Maine s 2 6 >ard 
lit. Followed another exchange of 
punts, short gams, mixed in witll ■ 
some attempted passing bj; %aM 
centi who for some reason could not 
get his passes off quickly enough, 
with the result that Bates did no. 
gain   any   considerable     amount   of 
8r(Le1nzi replaced Pricher and things 
happened. Twice, the sub left half- 
back went through the left side of 
Maine's line for 8 and 9 yards res- 
pectively. The Bates stands were in 
hopes, and literally prayed, but the 
whistle blew, calling the end to the 
game. . .  
W. A. A. Has High 
School Play Day 
Last Saturday 
Last Saturday. Oct. 22. W. A. A. 
board sponsored a Play Day for the 
high schools around the district. The 
following schools had representa- 
tives: Norway. Bridgton. Winthrop. 
South Portland. Monmouth. Bryant's 
Pond. Lewiston High and Pennell 
Institute. The purpose of Play Day 
le :o do away with competitive 
activities which demand specialized 
players and introduce instead a spirit 
of playing with, rather than com- 
peting against, groups. It gives every 
girl an opportunity to play w:th 
giirls from other schools without un- 
wary strain or the intensive 
training' of a selected gTOup. It 
makes every girl a player and no one 
a spectator. 
SERVALZ 
LUNCH 
44 Bates St. Geo   K   S 
The Blue Line 
Lewiston—Bnmford—Fttabiften 
Lv    Lewiston— 
7 45  A M ,  H.M   i-.M ,  « J: 
LT   Kumford— 
7 35   A.M.,   1S.25   I'M.,   «.l5  pjI 
l.v   F.-irmington— 
7.80   1H .   12 J"   P H      | 
STANDARD    TIME 
P.K. 
This is noi 
Ekpei - 
Store. 
It may I. 
and   our   I 
may .'. 
SUITS 
from 
$22-50 
to 
s40-oo 
Extra 
$5.00 if y . 
Cronin & Root 
140  LISBON  ST. 
MARTINEAU'S 
We  Specialize  In   SODA  FOUNTAIN 
LUNCHEONS 
IT'S   ••THE"  PLACE 
R. E. MARTINEAU  CO. 
DRUGGISTS 
235 Main St. 
Prescriptions   Have   Eight   Of   Waj 
Compliments of 
J. W. White Co. 
EAT  AT 
Mrs.  BARRY'S 
Dinner  With   Ik-ssort  85c 
Slimier 30c 
Corner  <aiiipu»  an<l   Ni>: 
COLLEGE 
PHARMACY 
Where The Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE 
AND 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
PRESCRIPTION'S 
COMPOUNDED 
Telephone 3694 
College and Sabattus Streets 
Fred   C.  McKenney 
64   Sabattus   Street 
CITIES   SERVICE   GASOLINE 
and   Lt'BRICATING   OILS 
WASHING   and   GREASING 
Nearest      Gasoline     Station     to     College 
We   can   show  yon   a   vanei   selection of 
PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
of   all  standard   makes 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES- 
LEATHER   HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK     ENDS 
CLOCKS 
o: all kinds 
BARNSTONE-OSG00D 
COMPANY 
Jewelers 
50   LISBON   STREET 
Lewtston.  Maine 
LEWISTON    MONUMENTAL 
WORKS 
ARTISTIC   MEMORIALS 
James  P.  Murphy   Co. 
6  to  10 Bates  St..  LEWISTON 
Telephone   4634-R 
— + 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters 
FLANDERS 
62 COURT STREET. AUBURN, MAINE 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
24      HOUR      SERVICE 
"THE QUALITY SHOP" 
3 Minutes from the Campus Tel.  1817 W 
R*  W.  CLARK"        Registered  Druggist 
■*-^- Pure   Drugs   and   Mediclnea 
PRESCRIPTIONS  A  SPECIALTY 
Also.   APOLLO   CHOCOLATES 
Corner Bates and Main Street        LEWISTON,  MAINE 
"A  Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
